
  
                                           

 

BENEFITS 
 

 Heals quickly all damages caused by 
diseases. Recovers debilitated  turf, 
speeding up color and re-growth 
 

 Solves  problems caused by 
continuous lawn utilization ( play, wear, 
traffic, etc.) 

 

 Recovers human errors ( wrong 
aerations, low mowing, spray burns) 

 

 Stimulates the formation of the 
enzymes responsible for resistance to 
physiological and pathological stresses 
(brown patch in particular ) 
 

 Feeds turf with N, K when root  
absorption is insufficient; recommended 
(with Greener) for spoon feeding 
summer programs 

 

 Excellent foliar  source of  micro 
nutrients that integrate roots absorption 

 

 Increases, immediately, turf vigour and 
physiological activity while forming new 
plant’s tissues 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Recovery  

Foliar rejuvenator and enhancer of enzymes and protein synthesis 

Nutritional supplement and curative of all turf damages  

NK 12/ 5 + 0,5% Fe + 0,3% Mn + 0,3 Zn 

 

 
 

 

TECHNICAL FEATURES  
12 % Total Nitrogen (N) 1% amino acids (L) nitrogen, 1% 

nitrate nitrogen; 10% ureic nitrogen 

5% Potassium oxide (KO) water soluble 

0,5 % Iron (Fe) water soluble 

0,3% Manganese (Mn) water soluble 

0,3% Zinc (Zn) water soluble 

Contains organic foliar absorption facilitators  
 

Turf foliar nutraceutical supplement with L- amino 

acids from vegetal enzymatic hydrolysis. By 

stimulating the formation of  specific proteins, 

contributes to the synthesis of plant’s new cells and  

tissues and increases turf physiological activity . Its 

amino acids are components of the enzymes 

responsible for resistance to some biotic stresses 

(brown patch in particular ), It is a proprietary 

formula, made with processes used in advanced 

biotechnology. Blends together amino acids and 

nutrients with special organic acids, facilitators of 

foliar absorption 

 

APPLICATION METHODS 

1,5 – 2,0 liters/1.000 m2 in 100 liters of water  

Herbafer Recovery works best under normal growing 

conditions. Use product only when average 

temperatures are between 5°C to 32°C. Apply on dry 

grass in the cooler hours of the day. Do not irrigate for 6 

hours after application 

Herbafer Recovery is compatible with most 

pesticides,with pigments and with other liquid 

fertilizers of the  Herbafer line but it is always 

advisable to make a preventive test of miscibility 
 

PACKAGING: 10 liters drums 

                           

                          


